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The most popular of the range, as they don’t project into walkways but still 
allows the maximum amount of light and breeze when required.

The smooth operation of  the ENOVATION Sliding Window System combined 
with strength,  performance and reliability makes it an Ezi choice for your 
next project.  

The ENOVATION Sliding Window  is suited to Apartments, Units, Low Rise Com-
mercial and Architecturally Designed Housing.
  
It Looks Robust – It is Robust!

Available in frame widths of 50mm, 65mm and 101.6mm.

Control Your Climate

On those days you want to let the outdoors in, the ENOVATION Awning 
Window can be easily operated to let the cooling breezes in whilst the hood 
of the sash keeps the rain out. Giving you complete control over your own 
climate!

Application Range

With a large application range, the smooth lines of the ENOVATION Awning 
Window will match any Architectural style you wish to create to suit your 
tastes.

COMFORT
AWNING WINDOW

SLIDING WINDOW



The ENOVATION Operable Louvre Window Range is second to none when you 
want to connect with the outdoors inviting fresh breezes and natural light into 
your world. Louvres really let your environment breathe naturally and let 
cooling summer breezes do their job efficiently. 

Ezi  Living 

With louvres you can instantly adjust  the amount of ventilation to suit your 
comfort without the cost of running expensive air conditioning.

Create a natural movement of air from inside to outside, but once closed the 
EZI–SEAL Technology will keep the unwanted elements & noise out. 

The ENOVATION Double Hung Window is suitable for both Traditional and 
Contemporary Homes, Low Rise Commercial Buildings, Apartments, Units and 
Architect Designed Residences.

The sashes have been designed to slide past each other effortlessly, allowing 
air to be vented at the top, at the bottom or both at the same time providing a 
maximum opening of one half of the window area.
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30mm SLIDING DOOR
The ENOVATION 30mm Sliding Door range gives you choices, be it the choice to connect 
with the outside world, or choosing to keep the elements out, utilizing the unique 
EZI–SEAL technology. 

Suitable for projects including, Private Residential, High Rise Apartments, Commercial, 
Restaurants and more.

The ENOVATION 30mm Sliding Door allows you to create openings up to 12.0m wide by 
2750 high or even 90 degree corner units of 6.0m each way. 

Low profile high performance sill with clean lined European aesthetics.

You can really connect with the outside and expand the size of your living space by 
sliding open all the moveable panels. Even if you wish to close up the doors when the 
weather turns nasty, you can still enjoy the panoramic views on offer, safe and warm 
behind the strength and security that the ENOVATION 30mm Sliding door provides.

 COMMERCIAL 40mm SLIDING DOOR
The ENOVATION Commercial 40mm Sliding Door range allows you to create openings up 
to 14.4mtr wide by 3mtr high or even 90 degree corner units of 7.2mtr each way. 

Suitable for projects including Prestige Residential, High Rise Apartments, Commercial, 
Restaurants and more. 

Open your room to uninterrupted views to the outside with the 90 degree Postless 
Corner application making full use of available space without compromising
performance.  

Keep your room cool in summer and warm in winter with a choice of Glazing options 
from 5mm to 15mm Single Glazed and 25 to 32mm IGU Double Glazed.  

The ENOVATION Commercial 40mm Sliding Door  Disabled 
Access Sill Threshold meets local council requirements 
while giving superb weatherability. 
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